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1. Once upon a time

Once upon a time a King
Once upon a time a King who offered a grand prize to the artist who could paint the perfect Peace.
Many artists tried and presented their work at the King's Palace, the big day had arrived.
The King observed and admired all the paintings, but there were only two that he really liked, and had
to choose between them.
The first was a very quiet lake. This lake was a perfect mirror where placid mountains that surrounded
it were reflected. Above these was a very blue sky with wispy white clouds. Everyone who looked at
this painting thought that this reflected the perfect Peace.
The second painting also had mountains, but these were rugged and bare. Above them was a furious
sky from which fell an impetuous rain with lightning and thunder. Down the mountain seemed to
rumble a sparkling torrent of water. All of this did not reveal anything Peaceful.
But when the King observed carefully, he viewed behind the waterfall a delicate bush growing in a
crack of the rock. There was a nest in this bush. There, amid the roar of the violent waterfall, was
sitting placidly a little bird in the middle of its nest...
Perfect Peace... the whole village wondered which picture would the King choose.
The wise King chose the second, and explained the people why...
"Because," explained the King, "Peace does not mean being in a place without noise, without problems,
without hard work or pain. Peace means that despite being in the midst of these things, we remain
calm within our heart. This is the true meaning of Peace."
And you... did you already found the true Peace of heart, in the middle of so many bustles?...
Unknown author
http://www.leonismoargentino.com.ar/RefPazPerfecta.htm
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Once upon a time a Peace Warrior
Kai the Peace Warrior
Sea spring had arrived. Sea forests began to flourish. This was the most expected spring, since the
beginning of times. All the fish, whales, jellyfish, seahorses, mussels, snails, dolphins, sea horses,
squids, and sea turtles danced and swam from one side to another, making spirals in the water. There
could be no greater joy. They had waited a cycle of time of 13 baktuns, for the fulfillment of
purification of the Earth and the seas.
A starfish family was gathered around a reef, the smallest one looked around her and surprised
shouted:
-What a beautiful spring mom! Look there are flowers that we've never seen before, what is going on?!
-Daughter! It's time to talk about something very important. Said the mother.
The Queen of the sea woods is the source of the beauty of the sea, she has existed since the beginning
of time. She is the mother of all of us. She has been filling the planet with life throughout the ages. In
silence, she has created a hidden Kingdom in the deepest and darkest waters of the sea, beside our
father, the King of oceans.
- Yes mom! Exclaimed the little one. But why all make bubbles and swim so happy? What is going on? I
also want to have fun!
When listening to this conversation, a few sea urchins approached, a jellyfish, and some little fish with
scales of colors. Gradually approached White Foam, a little sea horse that was about to give birth, a
little bit tired, responded: "what is all this fuss? Now, I'm a little fat! But... even I can dance. I got
rhythm and I like tropical salsa!"
All laugh at the same time.
Mamma star, smiles. With a very soft and sweet voice she answers:
-It is important to pay attention!
Everyone approached her silently and slowly.
-The Queen and the King live in a Golden Palace, at the bottom of the sea, from where they take care
of our empire and the Crystal Heart of the planet. A goldfish with scales of colors, approach with his
brothers and asks:
-What is the Crystal Heart?
-Sebastian! My love! No one has seen yet the Crystal Heart, but very soon we will know it.
Spread the word that a very interesting conversation around the reef was happening! Suddenly
approached the mussels, dolphins, whales, squids, and sea turtles.
Mamma star, waited all approached, to continue with the story.
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-Our grandmothers! The celestial stars, appeared to us in dreams when we were still tiny stars and we
were told that the Crystal Heart, is a giant Lotus Flower, of three thousand petals, which radiates a
blue ultra violet light of Peace.
A turtle sighed and smiling said:
-Wow! How beautiful.
-It is our grandmothers, Mamma star continued, which remind us that in our hearts, lives the light of
each petal of this flower.
-Mom! But why anyone hasn’t seen it? She asked, pursing her brow.
-My little star! The warrior cannot see his destiny, until he is ready. Today marks the prophecy
announced by the Sea Oracle at the beginning of time. The Queen, in a few hours, will bring to the sea
world Kai, the Peace Warrior. Kai will pass the borders of the sea depth, where no one has never
arrived, a place where lie the dark colors. When this happens, the hidden secrets of the sea will come
to the surface, and humanity will know the existence and the power of the Sea Sun, the twin brother
of the Galactic Sun.
At that time, the hearts of all children, and young people of humanity, will be connected with the
Crystal Heart of the Great Mother Earth, and rooted to her love, will awake their power and all their
potential. In that day, they will become Peace Warriors and will arrive from every place in the world,
with their families, with their songs, with their ancestral knowledge and colors, to celebrate the great
feast of this New Mankind.
That day there will be no more borders, no separations, no more wars, no hunger, no more pain,
because everyone on the planet will have entered the true dimension of love.
Never forget that you are also a warrior, a Peace warrior.
When the nightfall, before sleep, feel the Crystal Heart, it will anchor you to the planet; and the lights
of Peace, will glow in your heart. You will have the power of the four elements, to convert each place
into a Sacred Place of Peace. You will live for Earth and the Earth will live for you, because the Earth is
within you.
By Bárbara Madrid
Vice President, Foundation Obba Okam, Ambassadors for World Peace
Venezuela
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2. Peace in the world
Different looks of Peace
Historically, Peace has been something that has the great qualitative ability to express an ideal and a
human illusion very desired and searched. For many, Peace is synonym of happiness, tranquility and
serenity. However, as a concept is too vague, emotional and manipulative. At the same time it raises
us an ideal, an illusion, and a feeling of a condition of life and desirable conviviality, and worthy of our
effort and dedication.
As the deepest longing of human being, we can say that Peace is now a crucial and urgent issue. As
such, we allow ourselves to carry out an approach to it, to understand its deeper meaning.
For that, let's enjoy the contributions of different characters who have dedicated much of their lives to
analyze, investigate and generate knowledge, reflections and concepts of Peace, in order to
understand its evolution and deep meaning, to allow us to generate the certainty that, even though
it’s an ideal, it’s not a utopia.

Peace is an ideal, but it’s not an utopia.

Peace in history
In historical terms, different ways of dealing with the concept of Peace were given.
Greek Peace or Eirene: Eirene (the one who brings
Peace) is a synonym of Homonoia "harmony," a term
that refers to a state of tranquility, mental and outer
harmony seeking the absence of hostility, and violent
and open conflict. For the Greeks, Peace corresponds
to the unit and internal social order (i.e. within the
people and own culture).
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Pax Romana: It is based on the phrase "Si vis pacen,
para bellum", which means "If you want Peace prepare
for war". In this sense, the Pax Romana, refers to the
absence of direct violence, wars or rebellions by a
powerful military apparatus. The Pax Romana consists
of all that exerts control, authority, legal relationship
and imposition.

Ahimsa or Nonviolence: Johan Galtung often mention
that Gandhi left us a great legacy to understand Peace
at a deeper level, since he referred to Peace, as the
Unity of life and the unity of the means and ends. This
means assume that no life, and especially any human
life, can be used as a mean to an end. For Gandhi,
Peace is respect for the sacredness of all life and the
acceptance of the precept "take care of the means and
ends and they will take care of themselves" this is
referred as "Ahimsa" or Nonviolence, which means not
only do not harm others, but also exercise an act of
compassion.
Neutral Peace: Contribution of Francisco Jimenez
Bautista, of the University of Granada, Spain, which
sets a different action framework characterized by the
active involvement of the people in the task of
reducing the (symbolic) cultural violence, which
according to Johan Galtung is legitimized through
silence and social apathy. Understanding neutral
Peace, is to think of it as the ability of handling
conflicts with empathy, nonviolence and creativity.
Those who wish to be active agents of neutral Peace,
will have as essential requirements to know out to
dialogue, understand the culture of others, to have an
attitude of tolerance and appreciate the differences as
something positive and enriching.
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Imperfect peace: Francisco Muñoz, of the University
of Granada, Spain, proposes the adjective "imperfect"
to Peace, not in a negative sense, but in a procedural
sense, of constant construction, of seeking perfection,
such as the human condition itself. In this way, peace
is understood as something unfinished, but
underpinned by recovery of the moments of peace,
which although imperfect make us realize that in our
interior lie all the elements that generate such peace.
This is not the result of the absence of violence, but
occurs by itself, it has its own life in a constant process
unfinished, imperfect procedural, with the possibility
of options that allows you to open up to the possibility
of recognizing that the conflict is not necessarily a
negative connotation, but as an opportunity to
transform it in a constructive way.
This proposal puts us beyond the utopian dreams to
understand peace, allows us to accept our human
condition, at the same time that invites us to make us
responsible for this condition to live (although
imperfects) moments of peace with ourselves, with
others and with nature.

3. Ten essential keys for living Peace
These keys, although not exhaustive, trace us a route of action to start the path that necessarily has to
resort, the one who wants to be an active agent of peace.
1. See the positive side of things. Be optimistic. When working with others, optimize each situation.
Remember: "we cannot guarantee perfect people anywhere... Don't regret for the shortcomings of
others, since the flame of Peace makes up the difference".
I give from my heart and I see how surges of Peace flow from the heart of others …
2. Identify if you have unfinished business or opened cycles in your life. We invite you to live in the
present, and the best way to do so is closing these remaining issues, completing them in the most
appropriate manner possible, so you can move to another level, to another place of your life, in a full
attitude and without any debt. By the wayyyyyyyy! ... includes closing economic debts and in a friendly
manner with the "ex", for example ex-partner(s). 
I can close my pending issues with calm and love.
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3. Forgive and ask for forgiveness. Forgive and ask forgiveness even when we think we have done
nothing wrong. When we do this, we give the opportunity to others to do the same. Maybe you know
someone who needs to be forgiven or needs to forgive. By bringing the subject up and be the first to
express it, facilitates the other to apologize or be forgiven.
I practice the technique of Ho'oponopono, an ancient Hawaiian technique, which consists in saying
(physically or remotely) to the person who offended you: "Forgive me, I'm sorry, I love you, thank you".
4. Remember to fulfill the commitment to stay in the determination of Love and Peace. Make a
commitment to stay in peace, no matter what happens, even in trivial matters, because unimportant
matters can light up world wars.
I am able to stay in Peace, whatever the situation.
5. Daily fulfill the purpose of invoking the light that lives inside you. Search daily for the solution of
your issues. Examine the righteousness of your heart every day, so you can be sure that you didn't
leave frayed edges in any relationship, that you didn't abruptly separate from someone without
resolution, that you didn't leave any unsolved issues (as we have seen in section 2), such as a simple
disagreement or discourtesy.
It's important to examine our hearts as we sometimes have the idea that what we do is perfect. We
need to improve ourselves as well as anything else that needs improvement. We should not assume
that everything we do is pure, because it may be that without realizing it, we have reacted to / charged
of anger, envy, jealousy, etc.
I observe and improve myself continuously, with constant love to myself, others, and the beings of the
universe.
6. Be humble. This is a wonderful state of being, be humble or having humility. When we say: "be
humble", what it means is: "don't judge". When we judge others we are engaging with pride.
I am humble and do not judge, nor myself or others.
7. Abandon hardness. Abandon irregular shapes, harsh movements, the absence of grace, hardness
and cruelty of mean words, since this will damage those who surround us and ourselves.
I do things with harmony and grace. My company is pleasant.
8. No gossip or criticize. Take some time each day to celebrate the stillness of your mind. Take a vow
of silence of the senseless chatter. Do not engage in criticism or in the murmuring.
I express myself wisely and with respect. I speak only if my words are more wise than my silence.
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9. Turn your body into a chalice for light, all cells and organs, and the spiritual, mental, emotional and
physical bodies. Seek the divine harmony... of all atoms and cells... of all organs of our being, with ones
and others. Find that balance...
I'm in a deep equilibrium. I am light.
10. Keep Peace with others. Do not react if someone gives you feedback criticizing. Do not be
offended. If someone comes and lets you know you've committed a fault, and wants you to know it,
they may be right or may be wrong; take it easy and consider it as an opportunity for growth.
We may learn the best lessons not only of ourselves but also of others. Weigh if what someone has
told you is something that you should examine in yourself, and correct it. We all need to do this.
I learn from every situation and I'm grateful.
Remind and thank that person with all your heart.
Immediately invoke the law of forgiveness.
The pacifists motto is: "I shall not be moved".
I Am Peace, I Am Love”

Note about humility:
Look, do not confuse being humble with "false humility" and a "poor me" attitude. Being
humble does not mean that one do not knows how to be assertive, be firm, to assert their
rights, and observe when something is wrong, but always from the Nonviolent Communication
and dialogue. Ok?
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4. The triad of universal Peace

Picture: the triad of Universal Peace

The triad of peace consists in considering:
1. Peace with oneself. The first
step to world Peace is to be at
peace with myself. As his Holiness
the Dalai Lama shares "The
maintenance of Peace begins with
the self satisfaction of each
individual".
Picture: http://lovingconsciousness.com/387/featured/loving-articles/self-love-saves-lives/

2. Peace with others. With joy, good mood,
understanding and smile, we can create an
environment of PEACE, wherever we are. That
requires being centered and own inner strength,
which brings us back to the previous point. And that
includes being firm and assertive when necessary,
using the resources of the Nonviolent Communication
(or Empathic Communication) and the ten essential
keys mentioned above to live Peace.
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Picture: http://imagenesdesolidaridad.com/author/tahia/page/5

3. Peace with Nature. It means to consider all the elements
of Nature as "Beings" to whom we owe respect and care:
includes water, fauna, flora, soil, air, minerals…
Picture: http://www.praga.embcr.info/pazconlanaturaleza.htm

5. The 8 levels of Peace
On a practical level, we can split up the triad, in 8 levels of Peace, that all can/must achieve:
o Individually (In the picture: odd numbers of the first square)
o And Collectively (In the picture: even numbers of the second square)

Picture: The 8 levels of Peace 3000

Establish a culture of lasting Peace, absolutely concerns all sectors of society and especially the
entire school system, starting from an early age (from the pre-school stage, in the
kindergartens and pre-kinder).
We also consider vital to attend with particular attention the following steps:
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o
o
o
o

the prenatal period and the conception "of Peace"
the birth "in Peace"
and care "in Peace" for babies
The transition (or death) "with Peace".

When a child has acquired the Culture of Peace and the Nonviolent Communication before the
age of 7, he/she has it for life. It is the best gift we can offer, because thus he/she has an
happy childhood and adolescence; then facilitates his/her life couple and family; it allows
him/her a good performance at work, and generally his/her life is more harmonious.
And so, gradually we achieve world Peace.
The 8 levels of Peace are practically:
1. Peace with oneself. Peace begins with oneself as we have seen before.
2. Peace at Schools. It consists of implementing a lasting Culture of Peace at all schools,
and from an early age (See more in the next chapter).
3. Peace in family and lineage. We should make peace with our immediate and distant
lineage, i.e. to honor our parents, grandparents and ancestors and be proud of them.
4. Local and national Peace. It resides in implementing Peace actions, from Peace,
wherever we are and to promote local and national Peace by any possible means.
5. Peace with Nature. It's about implementing a deep ecology in every sense of the term.
We are responsible for our Planet, its resources, pollution, and provide a good
treatment to all kingdoms, animal, vegetable, mineral.
6. Peace in the world. Here we can co-create a public awareness that we want Peace in
all its forms.
7. Peace “with Everything”. Please see below this fascinating and essential theme for the
harmonious development of human beings in general, thus giving a real jump into a
higher octave of consciousness.
8. Peace with History and Religions. It consists in knowing the full story (not distorted)
and facilitating the approach of the major religions of the world in the school
environment. That would heal "the past" and open the mind and heart to the truth
and tolerance, because we all have pieces of truths, knowing that the backdrop is
Unconditional Love. And that we all aspire to a world where we will be brothers and
sisters of truth again.
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Peace with Everything
This concept is very ancient. It consists in being "aligned" with the laws of the universe and "in
agreement" or "in tune" with what happens. I.e. embracing harmony at its deepest level, what
was, is and will be, the secret of the great sages of ancient cultures and indigenous peoples.

Picture:
http/www.fanpop.com/clubs/mevlana-celaleddin-i-rumi

For example, Rumi (Mevlana), the great mystic Sufi
says: "Being rotating in harmony with all things of
nature... With the smaller cells... and with the stars
of the firmament".

Picture: http://unaantropologaenlaluna.blogspot.com/2012/06/chaman-el-senor-de-la-palabra.html

Another example. The indigenous people of the Kowi and Arhuaco (Sierra Nevada, Colombia)
state: "For us there is only one law, sacred, immutable, pre-existing, and essential and survivor
to everyone and everything. Could the world exist or cease to exist, that wouldn't change a bit
the essence of that Law, which is the only source of universal thought of the unmanifested of
life. This Law of Origin finds expression in the Universe. A beautiful partnership between Law
and thought, which, in compass with the environment, becomes in the Natural Law. This
Natural Law originates the creation of matter and its evolution, balance, preservation and
harmony of everything. It's our reason for being”.
The Natural law originates the creation of matter and its evolution,
balance, preservation and harmony of everything.
It is our reason for being.
Kowi People
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6. How to achieve Peace
How/when do I choose Peace?
What can I do?
Everyday…

Practical Recommendations
Peace with myself and others
- Every morning I give myself a smile
- Every morning I give a smile to the first person I see
- I never act when I’m angry
- I know simple anti-stress techniques, easy to do as: breathe deep, drink water, exercise
daily, sing …
- I say 'thank you' and 'please', looking at the person's eyes (when the culture allows it)
- I salute my colleagues with mood.
Peace in my family
- I enter my house in a good temper (i.e. I leave outside the fatigue and the stress of the
day)
- The first thing I do is to embrace my wife or husband, children, members of the family and
all those present
- I also salute my pets with love
- At home, the voice never rises; the voice is always friendly
- I install the Culture of "Zero Violence" at home as the norm.
Peace at schools
For teachers
I welcome each of my students, one by one.
We practice and teach non-violent communication (empathic communication).
We do activities about: positive affirmations, respect, cooperation, listening, friendliness,
courtesy, etc.
In the corridors and at the entrance of the school, we place images of peace, solidarity
and multiculturalism
We organize activities and cooperative games (i.e. non-competitive games)
For managers
- We organize a friendly physical environment that encourages Peace
- We provide good lighting
- "We demolish the walls", everything is seen, and everything is transparent. Please see the
proposal of the architect Prakash Nair, http://www.fieldingnair.com
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-

-

We organize a collective preparation for everyone: teachers, staff, parents and students, in
such a way that all the college knows that Peace and non-violence is the norm. Includes:
physical and psycho-emotional preparation, personal development for everyone, ethics,
values, awareness, etc.
We establish the 'rule' of cooperative games and studies, the Non-violent Communication,
the habit of being positive and self-esteem.
Regularly we make a "practical campaign" with a particular value (not only theoretical, so
this value can be deeply integrated), which in turn becomes the "standard".
We provide the inspiration of the Peace leaders at disposal of the school's collective:
movie about Peace leaders, members of the families, grandparents’ day…

For everyone
- We do campaigns I can choose... I choose Peace, and establish that Peace is the norm, at
all times, with the whole world, in all places and all circumstances
In such a way that we stop the cycles of violence and its "escalation".
Thus we co-create together – truly – a lasting Culture of Peace on Earth.

I have the strength and wisdom to stop cycles of violence, and its "escalation".
I have the power of co-creating a lasting Culture of Peace on Earth.
I can choose... I choose Peace!
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7. An Integral Preventive Education: The 7 Petals School

Picture: The 7 Petals School and its 7 teaching areas

Culture of Peace is not only technical resolutions of conflict, it's all a preventive process, deep, real,
authentic, of rise in consciousness, and it's achieved through an Integral Preventive Education.
Pedagooogy 3000 proposes a system of 7 areas of integral development of the human being, called
the 7 Petals.
The 7 Petals Schools consists of intertwined harmoniously and systematically the following areas:
1. Physical development and movements (Blue Petal)
2. Cognitive development, articulated, and contextualized, and FUN. If it’s not fun, it’s not
sustainable (Yellow Petal)
3. Emotional, social and multicultural development (Rose Petal)
4. Artistic development and creativity
5. Ecological development and new sources of energy (Green Petal)
6. Productive development and workshops. Applied sciences (Red Petal)
7. Personal development or self-development sciences (Self-Sciences) (Violet Petal)
Please see the book "The 7 Petals School" on the website www.pedagooogia3000.info
And video of Arc. Claudio Luchessi en https://youtu.be/wpuBT-GdXjM
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Picture: Kindergarten and pre-kindergarten School of the city of Coronel, Chile, in a Nonviolent communication
class. Truly spectacular! With children of 3, 4 and 5 years. An example for the world. Source: Pedagooogy 3000
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Annex 1
Documents about Peace
Banner of Peace, of Nicolas Roerich, 1935

Nicholas Roerich, 1874-1947 was the inspirer of the International Agreement on the protection of
artistic, scientific institutions, and historical monuments (Roerich Pact), and a founder of the
international movement for the protection of culture. He promoted the emblem of the Banner of
Peace.
Seville Manifest on Violence, 1989
This document prepared the way for building peace, arguing that we are not born violent by nature. It
stipulates:
o
o
o

That peace is possible, because war is not a biological inevitability.
That there are no obstacles of a biological nature that inevitably opposes the abolition of the
war, or any other form of institutionalized violence.
That war is a social invention and that, instead, one can invent peace.

2000-2010, UNESCO Declaration of the Peace Decade
UNESCO declared the decade 2000-2010 as the Decade of Peace. In its 2000 manifest, UNESCO
stipulates the importance of the commitment of every one for the Culture of Peace and non-violence.
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Delors report, 1996
"The four pillars of international education", in education remains a treasure. Report to UNESCO of
the International Commission on education for the 21st century, Madrid, Spain: Santillana / UNESCO.
pp. 91-103.

This document stipulates that the 4 pillars of education are:
-

Learning to know
Learning to do
Learning to live together (this is the Culture of Peace since School)
Learning to be

UNESCO report 2015, Re-establishment of Education
The report stipulates that we must aim at a common welfare around the world, through:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sustainable development, as an essential concern
Reaffirming a humanist vision in education to transform the educational view
Opening of the public policy
Considering education as a global right: learn to be as a cornerstone for a more humane,
peaceful and sustainable world.
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Annex 2
Campaign PEACE 3000

I Can Choose…
I Choose Peace
Yo puedo elegir … elijo la paz
w

You also can change the world!
Be part of the Campaign for PEACE 3000, released 12 June 2016 in more than 50 countries at the same
time, by Pedagooogy 3000 and emAne, a worldwide link for a new education.
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We make it grow and grow, with you... Millions and millions, we are unstoppable…
Peace with myself
Peace with my family
Peace at School
Peace in the world
We have the Power
We have the Power of Changing
We have the Power of Changing the World
We have the Power of Changing the World Forever
Spread the word, we express that Peace is the standard on Earth from here forward
It is possible
It’s our duty

What to do?
It’s very simple
1.

Please put your photo or video on social networks, so your friends see that you are betting on
PEACE. Make a heart with your fingers. Only write or say:
“I can choose… and I choose Peace”
In Spanish, English, and all possible languages

2.

Show your picture to your friends in FB. So then can put “Like”. How many “Likes” do you
have?

3.
4.

And so they can do the same, and so on... everywhere.

5.
6.

It would be great: To make songs and hymns to World Peace and spread them everywhere.

We invite schools, teachers, and all classes, put your photos with your fingers in a heart shape
and say "I can choose... and I choose Peace".

Take any actions for Peace, from Peace, Love and Consciousness everywhere in the world

Let us create consciousness
Express ourselves
From love, from respect
To find out more, write to the Solidarity-based Social Platform (SOS) from Pedagooogy 3000

Facebook: Peace tresmil
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PEA CE 3000
PeacePeacePeace3000@gmail.info
Alma Rivera, alma_rm@live.com.mx
Barbara Madrid, coordinadoranuvmda@gmail.com
Nelly Chavarría, nelly3palacios@hotmail.com
Iunia Pasca (in English), iuniapasca@gmail.com
Hachtag: #Peace3000

Nelly Chavarría Licón
Pedagooogy 3000 Facilitator
Director of the Solidarity-based Social Platform
of Pedagooogy 3000
President of the Association Educators for Peace,
Mexico

Noemi Paymal
Creator and director of Pedagooogy 3000
Vice-President of emAne, a worldwide link for a
new education
Bolivia/France

Why be promoters of Peace and live in Peace?
Because promoting Peace is to contribute to the achievement of goals
that are not only beyond ourselves, but beyond all humankind. Nelly
Chavarria.

The slogan “I can choose... and I choose Peace” is courtesy of Mrs. Aicha Wassef, Egypt
Hamsa Peace Program
Thank you dear Aicha, and Peace to Egypt!
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PEA CE 3000
Who are we?
We are a solidarity-based team, which in synergy, promotes the integral development of the human
being, reorienting education at different levels through the new paradigms of the Third Millennium.
From the field of education, we want to help the co-creation of new humankind living in conscience,
freedom, joy and harmony, promoting and applying worldwide a pleasant Education, humane and fun,
designed according to the needs and new characteristics of children of today, and based on the new
paradigms of this millennium.
Understanding education as an integral reconective process that generates a rise of consciousness, we
aim to substantially improve the educational system in general, the personal and group development,
as well as the co-creation of a new society.
Contacts
info.pedagooogia3000@gmail.com
Nelly Chavarría Licón, nelly3palacios@hotmail.com
(951) 706 96 524, 775 53 592
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